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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %

1 951 27 7.6 40 67.4 11.9

2 2004 26.8 7.5 40 66.9 25.1

3 1712 25.3 7.9 40 63.3 21.5

4 1778 25.6 7.6 40 64.1 22.3

5 1511 26.7 7.5 40 66.8 19

6 1810 26 8.1 40 64.9 22.7

7 755 26.8 8.9 40 67 9.5

8 1393 26 8.4 40 65.1 17.5

9 1069 26.3 7.6 40 65.9 13.4

10 223 25 8.5 40 62.5 2.8

11 762 25.7 7.8 40 64.4 9.6

12 1010 26 8.1 40 65 12.7

13 796 25.5 7.8 40 63.7 10

14 11 31.2 7.2 40 78 0.1

15 124 28.6 6.5 40 71.6 1.6
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LT4 - Summer 2015 
 


Unit-Specific Guidance 
 
 
Both sections of this paper require candidates to: 
 


 study and discuss in detail a core text  


 make wider reference to a partner text. 
 
In Section A the partner text is an unseen poem or poetry extract, and in Section B the partner 
text is a linked drama text.  In both cases examiners will expect detailed critical discussion of the 
core texts, with comparative reference made to the partner texts.  There is no ideal proportion 
of time to be allocated to the partner text in the candidate's response: it is the quality of the 
connections that counts and their contribution to the cogency and relevance of the response. 


 
 


SECTION A : Critical Reading of Poetry 
(40 Marks) 


 
 
The ratio of the four AOs for Section A in terms of weighting is: 
 


AO1: 1 AO2: 1 AO3: 1 AO4: 1 


(10 marks) (10 Marks) (10 marks) (10 marks) 


 
 
Notes 
 
Although candidates are completely free to establish illuminating connections between the texts 
they have studied and the unseen poems in any ways they choose, including: ideas, implicit 
beliefs or attitudes, imagery, language, form or structure, they are not expected to develop 
those connections in depth or at length.  The emphasis should be squarely upon the question 
addressed through detailed analysis of the core text with the unseen text used only for the 
purposes of illumination and comparative reference. 
 
We may expect candidates to select some of the following 'possible approaches' to each 
question.  It is also possible that candidates may select entirely different approaches.  We 
should keep an open mind and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate 
independent thinking. 


 
NB 
There has been a marked tendency in recent series for candidates to offer descriptive, 
biographical rather than creative, critical writing about poetry. This has included 
Chaucer’s arraignment for rape; Donne’s change of religious allegiance and the fate of 
his relatives; Milton’s unhappy marriage; Blake’s enthusiasm for naturism; Wordsworth’s 
private life and loves and Coleridge’s taste for laudanum. Reports have pointed out and 
exampled the weakness of assertive writing which creates formulaic equivalences 
between writers’ lives and the meaning of their poems, and examiners are asked to be 
cautious in rewarding such material under AO4. 
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Q.5 “Poetry encourages us to see the world in new ways.” How far do you agree? 
 


 Overview 
 


 There is an open opportunity here for candidates to define “the world” and “new ways” in 
their own ways: some might take an abstract approach to the world to include systems of 
belief and moral values, while others might concentrate upon the more aesthetic 
perspective of perceiving the beauty/ugliness of the world and its inhabitants in 
enhanced and different ways through the power of poetry. We will reward valid and 
convincing approaches. 


 


 Approaches could include: 
 


 Some might argue that the Wife’s views are very new in that they had not been 
expressed so roundly before – although well read candidates will be able to trace the 
wife’s ancestors in bawdy fabliaux – and therefore we are encouraged to look at 
females in a new way. Others might argue the opposite i.e. we are not seeing 
men/women in a new way at all; we are instead having our long held prejudices and 
painful experience confirmed – what is new/fresh is Chaucer’s tone, characterization 
and daring agenda when it comes to satire of the church and (possibly) his 
aristocratic audience. Once again, very well informed candidates will dispute the 
newness of any of these approaches but there is a case to be made for these 
matters being newly minted in Middle English for Chaucer’s court audience. The tale, 
some might argue, is a clever and new re-structuring of some (by then) traditional 
tales and moral issues. 


 Donne encourages us to look at familiar objects, circumstances and values in new 
ways through the originality, power and unexpected nature of his imagery; tones of 
voice (which might at first seem inappropriate) and the intricacy of thought which 
reveals new dimensions of feeling and experience. Candidates will find rich 
opportunities in all of the poems in the collection. 


 Milton’s re-creation of the Genesis story would undoubtedly have encouraged his 
original readership to feel and to think in new ways about married relationships; free 
will; predestination; the nature of evil; the immediate consequences of the fall and 
human weakness. Well-informed candidates might be able to argue a sub-textual, 
political allegory which might offer new ways of looking at the state of England in 
Milton’s day. 


 Looking in new ways as far as Blake is concerned might equate (for many 
candidates) with opening the eyes of his readership to social ills; religious error and 
abuses in the education and/or exploitation of children. More abstract approaches 
might look at the concepts of Innocence and Experience as new ways of examining 
humanity and spirituality. 


 Similarly to Blake candidates, those responding to Lyrical Ballads might take the line 
that the poetry invites us to look at the plight and/or dignity of humanity in new ways. 
More conceptual approaches might well consider the choice of language and subject 
matter in the poetry as introducing a new aesthetic as well as new ways of 
regarding/respecting mankind against a backcloth of revolution in Europe and the 
colonies. 


 
 


In all of the unseen poems there are opportunities to make valid and illuminating connections. 
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 LT4 Section A Assessment Grid 40 marks in total 
 


Total Mark /40 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 


AO1 
Articulate creative, 
informed and relevant 
responses to literary texts, 
using appropriate 
terminology and concepts, 
and coherent, accurate 
written expression. 
 
 
 


10 marks  


 Understands poems at a 
superficial or literal level.  


 Offers some ideas about 
poems.   


 Shows some grasp of 
basic terminology, though 
this may be occasional.  


 Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity. 


 
 


0-2 marks 


 Attempts to engage with 
poems and structure 
response, though not 
always relevant to 
question. 


 Some, not always 
relevant use of concepts 
and terminology.  


 Expression may feature 
inaccuracies. 


 
3-4 marks 


 Engages creatively with 
poems and response 
mostly relevant to 
question.  


 Some sensible use of key 
concepts.  


 Generally appropriate 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear, with 
some lapses.  


5-6 marks 


 Clearly informed and 
creative response to 
poetry.  


 Coherent and sound 
argument. 


 Sound and apt application 
of concepts. and 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Sophisticated, creative 
and individual response 
to poetry. 


 Very effective 
organisation. 


 Confident, sophisticated 
use of concepts and 
terminology. 


 Writes with flair and 
accuracy.  


 
9-10 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate detailed 
critical understanding in 
analysing the ways 
structure, form and 
language shape meanings 
in literary texts. 
 
 
 


10 marks 


 May identify basic features 
of language/form/structure 
in poems. 


 May offer 
narrative/descriptive 
comment. 


 Occasional support.  
 
 
 


0-2 marks 


 Can make some points 
about use of 
language/form structure 
to create poetic meaning.  


 Can support some points 
by reference to poems. 


 Can show some grasp of 
implicit meaning. 


 
 


3-4 marks 


 Purposeful, detailed 
discussion of use of 
language/form/structure to 
create meaning.  


 Generally clear and 
appropriate textual 
support.  


 Grasps implicit meanings. 
 


 
5-6 marks 


 Sound analysis and 
evaluation of use of 
language/form/structure to 
create meaning. 


 Neat and secure textual 
support. 


 Sound grasp of implicit 
meaning.  


 
 


7-8 marks 


 Perceptive critical 
analysis and evaluation of 
poetic techniques. 


 Confident and apt textual 
support. 


 Confident discussion of 
implicit meaning.  


 
 


 
9-10 marks 


AO3 
Explore connections and 
comparisons between 
different literary texts 


5 marks  


May identify superficial 
connections/comparisons 
between set text poems and 
unseen poem. 


0-1 mark 


Can make some superficial, 
usually valid comparisons/ 
connections between set text 
poems and unseen poem. 


2 marks 


Makes generally clear and 
appropriate comparisons/ 
connections between set text 
poems and unseen poem. 


3 marks 


Makes purposeful and sound 
use of specific connections and 
comparisons between set text 
poems and unseen poem.  


4 marks 


Productive and illuminating 
comparisons/ connections  
between set text poems and 
unseen poem.  


5 marks 


informed by interpretations 
of other readers. 
 
 
 


5 marks 


Can describe other views of set 
poems with partial 
understanding. 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can acknowledge that set text 
poems may be interpreted in 
more than one way.  
 
 


2 marks 


Makes use of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. 
 
 


3 marks 


Makes clear and purposeful 
use of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. 
 


4 marks 


Mature and confident 
discussion of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. Autonomous, 
independent reader. 


5 marks 


AO4 
Demonstrate understanding 
of the significance and 
influence of the contexts in 
which literary texts are 
written and received. 


 
 


10 marks 


 May describe wider 
contexts in which poems 
are written and received. 


 Attempts to make 
superficial connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
0-2 marks 


 Can acknowledge the 
importance of contexts . 


 Makes some connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
 
 


3-4 marks 


 Clear grasp of the 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Clear understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
 


5-6 marks 


 Sound appreciation of 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Sound understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
 


7-8 marks 


 Perceptive discussion of 
significance and influence 
of contexts.  


 Confident analysis of 
connections between 
texts and contexts.  


 
 


9-10 marks 


 
















Sticky Note

Focus on task and technique / sound AO1 (concepts); AO2 - sound analysis and neat support



Sticky Note

AO3i - sound and purposeful



Sticky Note

Grasps relevant contexts / AO4







Sticky Note

Develops argument / sound AO1



Sticky Note

Sound support AO2



Sticky Note

Context asserted (AO4)







Sticky Note

some sound analysis AO2



Sticky Note

Makes some use of other views AO3ii



Sticky Note

some loss of focus in conclusion - (AO1)







Sticky Note

AO1: Coherent and sound; applies concepts and terminology to some extent. Band 4 -7



Sticky Note

AO2: A purposeful and sometimes detailed discussion with neat support and a grasp of implicit meaning. Band 4 -7



Sticky Note

AO3i: Purposeful and specific connections. Band 4 – 4AO3ii: Makes some use of other views. Band 3 - 3



Sticky Note

AO4: A clear grasp of some relevant contexts with an understanding of connections to the text. Band 3 – 6Total: 27
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Section B


Shakespeare and Related Drama


Answer one question from this section.


Each question in this section tests your knowledge and understanding of both your core Shakespeare 
text (which you have studied in detail) and your partner drama text (studied for wider reading). In 
your discussion of both texts, your response must include a consideration of relevant contexts and 
critical readings.


The Tempest and Doctor Faustus


12. “Despite the powerful presence of the supernatural, the evil in the play is presented as distinctly
human.” Consider this view of The Tempest with comparative reference to Doctor Faustus.





































burgem

Sticky Note

Accepted set by burgem



burgem

Sticky Note

None set by burgem



burgem

Sticky Note

Accepted set by burgem



burgem

Sticky Note

None set by burgem



Sticky Note

Clear, coherent overview. AOs 1, 2 and 4 are sound.







Sticky Note

Apt, economic support - AO2



Sticky Note

Well informed - AO1 + perceptive analysis and apt support - AO2



Sticky Note

Links are purposefully developed. AO3i



Sticky Note

Detailed contrast AO3i







Sticky Note

Perceptive AO4 throughout paragraph



Sticky Note

Clear and purposeful references to other views AO3ii



Sticky Note

Develops discussion and adds detailed AO4







Sticky Note

Confident discussion follows - perceptive AO2 and AO4



Sticky Note

Develops discussion AO1 with apt support AO2







Sticky Note

Examines new dimension of task AO1 + perceptive use of text AO2



Sticky Note

Productive and illuminating AO3i







Sticky Note

Develops analysis of poetic technique - perceptive AO2



Sticky Note

Purposeful use of views - AO3i



Sticky Note

Conclusion consolidates points with a little weakening repetition - AO1







Sticky Note

AO1: a very well-informed essay where the expression is generally clear and accurate; the discussion is coherent and well-organised; concepts have been soundly applied and overall the mark is 8 (top Band 4). A little more evidence of flair and more consistently well-structured, accurate writing would have shown the sophistication needed for Band 5. 



Sticky Note

AO3i: connections - sometimes achieved through effective contrasts - are productive and sometimes illuminating. 5 (Band 5)AO3ii: other views have been used clearly and purposefully - 4 (Band 4)



Sticky Note

AO2: the candidate confidently offers apt support for points and there is some evidence of perceptive analysis - not fully sustained - so a mark of 9 (low Band 5) is appropriate.



Sticky Note

AO4: contextual references have been well-integrated and, at times, are part of a perceptive discussion so a mark of 9 (low Band 5) has been earned.Total: 35
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LT4 - Summer 2015 
 


Unit-Specific Guidance 
 
 
Both sections of this paper require candidates to: 
 


 study and discuss in detail a core text  


 make wider reference to a partner text. 
 
In Section A the partner text is an unseen poem or poetry extract, and in Section B the partner 
text is a linked drama text.  In both cases examiners will expect detailed critical discussion of the 
core texts, with comparative reference made to the partner texts.  There is no ideal proportion 
of time to be allocated to the partner text in the candidate's response: it is the quality of the 
connections that counts and their contribution to the cogency and relevance of the response. 


 
 


SECTION A : Critical Reading of Poetry 
(40 Marks) 


 
 
The ratio of the four AOs for Section A in terms of weighting is: 
 


AO1: 1 AO2: 1 AO3: 1 AO4: 1 


(10 marks) (10 Marks) (10 marks) (10 marks) 


 
 
Notes 
 
Although candidates are completely free to establish illuminating connections between the texts 
they have studied and the unseen poems in any ways they choose, including: ideas, implicit 
beliefs or attitudes, imagery, language, form or structure, they are not expected to develop 
those connections in depth or at length.  The emphasis should be squarely upon the question 
addressed through detailed analysis of the core text with the unseen text used only for the 
purposes of illumination and comparative reference. 
 
We may expect candidates to select some of the following 'possible approaches' to each 
question.  It is also possible that candidates may select entirely different approaches.  We 
should keep an open mind and reward valid, well-supported ideas which demonstrate 
independent thinking. 


 
NB 
There has been a marked tendency in recent series for candidates to offer descriptive, 
biographical rather than creative, critical writing about poetry. This has included 
Chaucer’s arraignment for rape; Donne’s change of religious allegiance and the fate of 
his relatives; Milton’s unhappy marriage; Blake’s enthusiasm for naturism; Wordsworth’s 
private life and loves and Coleridge’s taste for laudanum. Reports have pointed out and 
exampled the weakness of assertive writing which creates formulaic equivalences 
between writers’ lives and the meaning of their poems, and examiners are asked to be 
cautious in rewarding such material under AO4. 
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Q.4 Discuss some of the ways in which good and/or evil have been presented in 
poetry. 


 


 Overview 
 


 These terms will certainly mean different things to different candidates and while we need 
to be alert to unusual interpretations, it is likely that most candidates will opt for an 
analysis of moral good/evil as they understand it and believe such values to be an aspect 
of the poetry they have read. We could also see plenty of attention to social good and evil 
as well as more abstract discussions of the terms as candidates engage with religious 
poetry. There is just a chance that some candidates might take an exclusively aesthetic 
approach where good and evil might equate with beautiful and ugly but this would need 
very skillful handling to keep the work on track. 


 


 Approaches could include: 
 


 There is plenty to debate/discuss in the Wife’s Prologue and Tale. In general terms, 
some will see the Wife as a force for good as she apparently speaks up against the 
patriarchy while others might see her as an evil/morally ambiguous character. Others 
still might focus on the views and attitudes which seem to be implicit in the 
presentation of the Wife and examine what seems to be good/evil about her society or 
Chaucer’s view of the Wife/contemporary church/society which would need to be 
debated rather than asserted. The Tale itself should receive plenty of attention with 
such a lot of potential material in the Knight’s crime and punishment; the role of justice 
and authority; the moral lessons taught by the loathly lady and the questionable 
outcomes for the Knight. 


 Attention might be focused upon Donne’s implicit attitudes to women/society/religion 
and/or Donne’s presentation of the trials of secular and religious relationships; 
Donne’s claims about the higher good to be achieved through Platonic means or 
surrender to God’s will; the presentation of evil through betrayal once again by both 
human and supernatural elements (e.g. women and the devil). 


 We might see some ambitious analysis of Milton’s techniques in his attempt to portray 
the perfect good of Eden which still contains the potential for evil - which, in turn, might 
develop into discussions of dignity and free will. The presentation of Satan as a force 
of pure evil is likely to be common and we should see some studies of weakness in 
Eve and failed duty in Adam. Questions could be raised about the goodness of a God 
who sets traps for his creation (see free will above) but as candidates address any or 
all of these issues they will need to keep the focus upon HOW Milton presents good 
and evil – interesting philosophy/theology essays cannot score highly unless they are 
engaged with the poetry. 


 The antithesis of Innocence and Experience could be seen as a convenient framework 
for this essay and ambitious writers might tackle the more subtle areas where the two 
are not entirely separable: where Innocence (good) is tainted rather than destroyed by 
the forces of the world of Experience (evil). However, most essays will see the issue 
as polarised and we will reward coherent and well supported discussions of the ways 
Blake presents social, spiritual, political, moral good/evil in his songs. 


 The focus is likely to be upon the social evils of the time which are so clearly 
documented but we might also see moral evil dealt with in more abstract terms in, say, 
The Rime of The Ancient Mariner, or in the considerations of limiting attitudes or 
failures of the imagination which occur in poems such as We Are Seven or 
Expostulation and Reply. 
 


In all of the unseen poems there are opportunities to make valid and illuminating connections. 
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 LT4 Section A Assessment Grid 40 marks in total 
 


Total Mark /40 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 


AO1 
Articulate creative, 
informed and relevant 
responses to literary texts, 
using appropriate 
terminology and concepts, 
and coherent, accurate 
written expression. 
 
 
 


10 marks  


 Understands poems at a 
superficial or literal level.  


 Offers some ideas about 
poems.   


 Shows some grasp of 
basic terminology, though 
this may be occasional.  


 Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity. 


 
 


0-2 marks 


 Attempts to engage with 
poems and structure 
response, though not 
always relevant to 
question. 


 Some, not always 
relevant use of concepts 
and terminology.  


 Expression may feature 
inaccuracies. 


 
3-4 marks 


 Engages creatively with 
poems and response 
mostly relevant to 
question.  


 Some sensible use of key 
concepts.  


 Generally appropriate 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear, with 
some lapses.  


5-6 marks 


 Clearly informed and 
creative response to 
poetry.  


 Coherent and sound 
argument. 


 Sound and apt application 
of concepts. and 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Sophisticated, creative 
and individual response 
to poetry. 


 Very effective 
organisation. 


 Confident, sophisticated 
use of concepts and 
terminology. 


 Writes with flair and 
accuracy.  


 
9-10 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate detailed 
critical understanding in 
analysing the ways 
structure, form and 
language shape meanings 
in literary texts. 
 
 
 


10 marks 


 May identify basic features 
of language/form/structure 
in poems. 


 May offer 
narrative/descriptive 
comment. 


 Occasional support.  
 
 
 


0-2 marks 


 Can make some points 
about use of 
language/form structure 
to create poetic meaning.  


 Can support some points 
by reference to poems. 


 Can show some grasp of 
implicit meaning. 


 
 


3-4 marks 


 Purposeful, detailed 
discussion of use of 
language/form/structure to 
create meaning.  


 Generally clear and 
appropriate textual 
support.  


 Grasps implicit meanings. 
 


 
5-6 marks 


 Sound analysis and 
evaluation of use of 
language/form/structure to 
create meaning. 


 Neat and secure textual 
support. 


 Sound grasp of implicit 
meaning.  


 
 


7-8 marks 


 Perceptive critical 
analysis and evaluation of 
poetic techniques. 


 Confident and apt textual 
support. 


 Confident discussion of 
implicit meaning.  


 
 


 
9-10 marks 


AO3 
Explore connections and 
comparisons between 
different literary texts 


5 marks  


May identify superficial 
connections/comparisons 
between set text poems and 
unseen poem. 


0-1 mark 


Can make some superficial, 
usually valid comparisons/ 
connections between set text 
poems and unseen poem. 


2 marks 


Makes generally clear and 
appropriate comparisons/ 
connections between set text 
poems and unseen poem. 


3 marks 


Makes purposeful and sound 
use of specific connections and 
comparisons between set text 
poems and unseen poem.  


4 marks 


Productive and illuminating 
comparisons/ connections  
between set text poems and 
unseen poem.  


5 marks 


informed by interpretations 
of other readers. 
 
 
 


5 marks 


Can describe other views of set 
poems with partial 
understanding. 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can acknowledge that set text 
poems may be interpreted in 
more than one way.  
 
 


2 marks 


Makes use of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. 
 
 


3 marks 


Makes clear and purposeful 
use of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. 
 


4 marks 


Mature and confident 
discussion of other relevant 
interpretations of set text 
poems. Autonomous, 
independent reader. 


5 marks 


AO4 
Demonstrate understanding 
of the significance and 
influence of the contexts in 
which literary texts are 
written and received. 


 
 


10 marks 


 May describe wider 
contexts in which poems 
are written and received. 


 Attempts to make 
superficial connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
0-2 marks 


 Can acknowledge the 
importance of contexts . 


 Makes some connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
 
 


3-4 marks 


 Clear grasp of the 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Clear understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
 


5-6 marks 


 Sound appreciation of 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Sound understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
 


7-8 marks 


 Perceptive discussion of 
significance and influence 
of contexts.  


 Confident analysis of 
connections between 
texts and contexts.  


 
 


9-10 marks 
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Section A


Critical Reading of Poetry


Answer one question from this section.


Your response must include:


• detailed analysis of your poetry set text, including a consideration of relevant contexts and critical
readings;


• close reference to any one of the unseen extracts of poetry which appear on the following pages.


5. “Poetry encourages us to see the world in new ways.” How far do you agree?
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5. In this mid-twentieth century poem, R.S. Thomas reflects upon the state of his country, Wales.


Reservoirs1


There are places in Wales I don’t go:
Reservoirs that are the subconscious
Of a people, troubled far down
With gravestones, chapels, villages even;
The serenity of their expression 
Revolts me, it is a pose
For strangers, a watercolour’s appeal
To the mass, instead of the poem’s
Harsher conditions. There are the hills,
Too; gardens gone under the scum
Of the forests; and the smashed faces
Of the farms with the stone trickle
Of their tears down the hills’ side.


Where can I go, then, from the smell
Of decay, from the putrefying of a dead
Nation? I have walked the shore
For an hour and seen the English
Scavenging among the remains
Of our culture, covering the sand
Like the tide and, with the roughness
Of the tide, elbowing our language
Into the grave that we have dug for it.


R.S. Thomas


 From Not That He Brought Flowers (1968)


Reservoirs1: Some reservoirs in Wales (which supply water to English 
regions) were created by flooding previously inhabited farms and 
villages.
















Sticky Note

relevant focus - AO1; support + sound analysis AO2



Sticky Note

Relevant discussion AO1 + sound analysis AO2 continues



Sticky Note

Integrates sound AO4



Sticky Note

Attempts link AO3i - lacks clarity 



Sticky Note

Sound AO2 - structure + sound AO4







Sticky Note

Develops and supports coherent argument -AO1 /AO2



Sticky Note

Purposeful use of another view AO3ii



Sticky Note

Coherent and neatly supported - AO1 + AO2 + sound appreciation of context AO4



Sticky Note

Develops discussion - combines sound AO1/AO2/AO4







Sticky Note

Attempts contrasts - AO3i - valid but superficial



Sticky Note

Sound appreciation of technique AO2



Sticky Note

Concepts muddled here (AO1) Attempts to integrate lit. Context AO4



Sticky Note

Develops coherent discussion AO1; neat support AO2 + purposeful use of views AO3ii







Sticky Note

Ideas need more development / clarification to be fully effective conclusion.



Sticky Note

AO1: A clearly informed essay - creatively engaged at times with a mostly coherent and sound argument. Band 4: 7



Sticky Note

AO2: Sound analysis at times with neat and secure textual support. Band 4:7



Sticky Note

AO3i: Some valid attempts to connect but points need further development and clarification. Band 2:2AO3ii: Clear and purposeful use of other interpretations. Band 4:4



Sticky Note

AO4: Sound appreciation of some contexts and sound understanding of connections to text and task. Band 4:7Total: 27/40
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SECTION B: Shakespeare and Related Drama 
 


(40 marks) 
 
 


The ratio of the four AOs for Section B in terms of weighting is: 
 


AO1: 1 AO2: 1 AO3: 1 AO4: 1 


(10 marks) (10 Marks) (10 marks) (10 marks) 


 
 
Notes 
 
The question paper rubric reminds candidates that in their responses to any of the questions 
below they need to make connections between the texts they have prepared and show 
awareness of other readings (AO3). In addition, they must show their knowledge and 
understanding of the various contexts in which the texts have been written and received (AO4). 
These instructions are not repeated in the individual questions, and it is not realistic to list all 
possible connections or relevant contexts in the following guidelines, but examiners must be 
aware of the importance of AO3 and AO4 when arriving at their judgements on essays.  
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The Tempest and Doctor Faustus 
 
Q.12 "Despite the powerful presence of the supernatural, the evil in the play is 


presented as distinctly human." Consider this view of The Tempest with 
comparative reference to Doctor Faustus. 


 
 Overview 
 
 Candidates could approach “evil” in a number of ways. Apart from the obvious issues of 


usurpation, treachery and murderous intent, essays could address some of the subtler or 
more debatable shades of evil – human weakness/cowardice; Prospero’s control and 
manipulation of Miranda, Ariel and Caliban for instance or the hints that Antonio and 
Sebastian are unreformed - or even the potential evil of Prospero returning to Milan 
where he might not have sufficient strength or inclination to improve upon his earlier 
reign – despite abandoning magic. 


 
 Possible approaches could include: 
 


 Storm scene demonstrates human weakness, pride, arrogance to the point where it 
endangers lives 


 Prospero’s account to Miranda of greed and illegitimate ambition 


 Caliban’s suggestions that his vices were bred by human contact 


 Ariel is mostly morally neutral – some might argue that he takes justifiable pleasure 
in punishment but is not evil 


 One of the most evil acts in the play – the incarceration of Ariel – performed by a 
human – Sycorax 


 Absurd evil intentions of Antonio and Sebastian 


 Comic but potentially deadly behaviour of the drunken clowns 


 Possible failure of some to learn lessons and therefore like to repeat evil – cases 
could be made against Sebastian and Antonio and, in a more subtle sense, against 
Prospero. 


 
 Comparative material might include: 
 


 Plenty of textual evidence to support the idea that the evil in the play is initiated and 
maintained by human greed and ambition 


 Faustus’s behaviour is presented as progressively evil, sinful, arrogant and it is more 
and more focused upon human failings such as lust, greed and malice 


 Faustus’s behaviour mirrored and intensified by portrayal of similar traits of minor 
characters 
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 LT4 Section B Assessment Grid 40 marks in total 
 


Total Mark /40 
 


Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 


AO1 
Articulate creative, 
informed and relevant 
responses to literary texts, 
using appropriate 
terminology and concepts, 
and coherent, accurate 
written expression. 
 
 
 


10 marks  


 Understands plays at a 
superficial or literal level.  


 Offers some ideas about 
the plays.   


 Some use of basic 
terminology, though this 
may be occasional.  


 Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity. 


 
 


0-2 marks 


 Attempts to engage with 
plays and structure 
response, though not 
always relevant to 
question. 


 Some, not always relevant 
use of concepts and 
terminology.  


 Expression may feature 
inaccuracies. 


 
3-4 marks 


 Engages creatively with 
plays and response 
mostly relevant to 
question.  


 Some sensible use of key 
concepts.  


 Generally appropriate 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear, with 
some lapses.  


5-6 marks 


 Clearly informed and 
creative response to 
plays.  


 Coherent and sound 
argument. 


 Sound and apt 
application of concepts 
and terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Sophisticated, creative 
and individual response 
to plays. 


 Very effective 
organisation. 


 Confident, sophisticated 
use of concepts and 
terminology. 


 Writes with flair and 
accuracy. 


 
9-10 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate detailed 
critical understanding in 
analysing the ways 
structure, form and 
language shape meanings 
in literary texts. 
 
 
 


10 marks 


 May identify a few basic 
stylistic features. 


 May offer 
narrative/descriptive 
comment on plays. 


 Occasional textual support.  
 
 
 
 


0-2 marks 


 Can make some points 
about use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/ structure to 
create meaning.  


 Can support some points 
by reference to plays. 


 Can show some grasp of 
implicit meaning. 


  
3-4 marks 


 Purposeful, detailed 
discussion of use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/structure to 
create meaning.  


 Generally clear and 
appropriate textual 
support.  


 Grasps implicit meanings. 


  
5-6 marks 


 Sound analysis and 
evaluation of use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/structure to 
create meaning. 


 Neat and secure textual 
support. 


 Sound grasp of implicit 
meaning. 


  
7-8 marks 


 Perceptive critical 
analysis and evaluation 
of playwrights’ 
techniques. 


 Confident and apt textual 
support. 


 Confident discussion of 
implicit meaning.  


 
 


9-10 marks 


AO3 
Explore connections and 
comparisons between 
different literary texts 
 


5 marks  


May identify superficial 
connections/comparisons 
between core and partner plays. 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can make some superficial, 
usually valid 
comparisons/connections 
between core and partner 
plays. 


2 marks 


Makes generally clear and 
appropriate 
comparisons/connections 
between core and partner 
plays. 


3 marks 


Makes purposeful and sound 
use of specific connections 
and comparisons between 
core and partner plays.  
 


4 marks 


Productive and illuminating 
comparisons/ connections  
between core and partner 
plays.  
 


5 marks 


informed by interpretations 
of other readers. 
 
 
 


5 marks 


Can describe other views with 
partial understanding. 
 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can acknowledge that plays 
may be interpreted in more 
than one way.  
 
 


2 marks 


Makes use of other relevant 
interpretations. 
 
 
 


3 marks 


Makes clear and purposeful 
use of other relevant 
interpretations. 
 
 


4 marks 


Mature and confident 
discussion of other relevant 
interpretations. Autonomous, 
independent reader. 
 


5 marks 


AO4 
Demonstrate understanding 
of the significance and 
influence of the contexts in 
which literary texts are 
written and received. 
 


10 marks 


 May describe wider 
contexts in which plays are 
written and received. 


 Attempts to make 
superficial connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


0-2 marks 


 Can acknowledge the 
importance of contexts. 


 Makes some connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
 


3-4 marks 


 Clear grasp of the 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Clear understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
5-6 marks 


 Sound appreciation of 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Sound understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Perceptive discussion of 
significance and 
influence of contexts.  


 Confident analysis of 
connections between 
texts and contexts.  


 
9-10 marks 
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Section B


Shakespeare and Related Drama


Answer one question from this section.


Each question in this section tests your knowledge and understanding of both your core Shakespeare 
text (which you have studied in detail) and your partner drama text (studied for wider reading). In 
your discussion of both texts, your response must include a consideration of relevant contexts and 
critical readings.


Measure for Measure and The Duchess of Malfi


11. Examine Shakespeare’s presentation of the theme of appearance and reality in Measure for
Measure. In the course of your writing, show how Webster’s presentation of the same theme in
The Duchess of Malfi has illuminated your ideas.












Sticky Note

Confident focus -AO1; productive links AO3i



Sticky Note

Apt support -AO2



Sticky Note

Confident / evaluative analysis of technique - AO2







Sticky Note

Confidently develops argument AO1



Sticky Note

Sound appreciation of audience - AO4



Sticky Note

Begins to develop links AO3i



Sticky Note

Sound integration of AO4







Sticky Note

Focuses link productively AO3i



Sticky Note

Develops discussion AO1 and incorporates dual contexts AO4



Sticky Note

Sophisticated writing / terms AO1



Sticky Note

Neat support AO2







Sticky Note

Extends discussion / reference AO1



Sticky Note

Sound grasp of implicit meaning AO2



Sticky Note

Sound AO4



Sticky Note

Develops productive link AO3i







Sticky Note

Develops material and shapes conclusion confidently AO1



Sticky Note

Pursues core argument confidently through productive and illuminating links. AO1 + AO3i



Sticky Note

Illuminates with partner text AO3i







Sticky Note

AO3i: Productive and illuminating connections throughout. Band 5 – 5AO3ii: A clear and purposeful consideration of different reading has been effectively embedded through the essay. Band 4 - 4



Sticky Note

AO4: There is some perceptive discussion of contexts - sometimes the treatment becomes a little detached from the task therefore not quite consistently “perceptive” so just into Band 5 – 9Total: 36



Sticky Note

AO2: Neat support throughout and frequent sound analysis but the emphasis has been upon the discussion of ideas (rewarded undrerAO1 rather than upon analysis of language, form and structure. Band 4 - 8



Sticky Note

AO1: Written with flair. Effectively organised and expression / creative engagement are sophisticated. Band 5 - 10



Sticky Note

Careful / confident resolution of task AO1
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SECTION B: Shakespeare and Related Drama 
 


(40 marks) 
 
 


The ratio of the four AOs for Section B in terms of weighting is: 
 


AO1: 1 AO2: 1 AO3: 1 AO4: 1 


(10 marks) (10 Marks) (10 marks) (10 marks) 


 
 
Notes 
 
The question paper rubric reminds candidates that in their responses to any of the questions 
below they need to make connections between the texts they have prepared and show 
awareness of other readings (AO3). In addition, they must show their knowledge and 
understanding of the various contexts in which the texts have been written and received (AO4). 
These instructions are not repeated in the individual questions, and it is not realistic to list all 
possible connections or relevant contexts in the following guidelines, but examiners must be 
aware of the importance of AO3 and AO4 when arriving at their judgements on essays.  
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Q.11 Examine Shakespeare's presentation of the theme of appearance and reality in 
Measure for Measure. In the course of your writing, show how Webster's 
presentation of the same theme has illuminated your ideas. 


 
 Overview 
 
 Aside from the most obvious issues of physical disguise; substitution of prisoners and 


the bed trick, we should expect candidates to address some of the more abstract issues 
such as the appearance of virtue, justice or good government when the opposites might 
be the case. 


 
 Possible approaches could include: 
 


 Reference to all those matters mentioned above 


 Appearance of  Angelo’s authority but audience is half-assured that he remains 
subordinate to the disguised Duke 


 Questions might be raised about the reality of Isabella’s vocation which is 
abandoned when the most attractive marriage proposal is made 


 Questions might be raised about the culture of corruption in Vienna as shown 
through the minor characters – prostitution and the appearance of pleasure but the 
reality of punishment and disease; the apparent desirability of marriage set against 
the discomforts and restrictions of the married state for the likes of the clowns 


 
 
 Comparative material might include: 
 


 The appearance of authority in the Duchess undermined by the reality of her 
brothers’ threats 


 The appearance of loyalty/service in Bosola – to the Duchess and, eventually the 
brothers 


 The reality of the Duchess’s marriage and motherhood hidden by the appearance to 
her brothers of a celibate state 


 The appearance of holiness in the cardinal undermined by the reality of his moral 
corruption 


 The authority of Ferdinand undermined by his bloody tyranny, moral weakness and 
madness 


 The plotting of Bosola against all key characters disguised as service 
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 LT4 Section B Assessment Grid 40 marks in total 
 


Total Mark /40 
 


Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 Band 5 


AO1 
Articulate creative, 
informed and relevant 
responses to literary texts, 
using appropriate 
terminology and concepts, 
and coherent, accurate 
written expression. 
 
 
 


10 marks  


 Understands plays at a 
superficial or literal level.  


 Offers some ideas about 
the plays.   


 Some use of basic 
terminology, though this 
may be occasional.  


 Errors in expression and 
lapses in clarity. 


 
 


0-2 marks 


 Attempts to engage with 
plays and structure 
response, though not 
always relevant to 
question. 


 Some, not always relevant 
use of concepts and 
terminology.  


 Expression may feature 
inaccuracies. 


 
3-4 marks 


 Engages creatively with 
plays and response 
mostly relevant to 
question.  


 Some sensible use of key 
concepts.  


 Generally appropriate 
terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear, with 
some lapses.  


5-6 marks 


 Clearly informed and 
creative response to 
plays.  


 Coherent and sound 
argument. 


 Sound and apt 
application of concepts 
and terminology.  


 Expression generally 
accurate and clear. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Sophisticated, creative 
and individual response 
to plays. 


 Very effective 
organisation. 


 Confident, sophisticated 
use of concepts and 
terminology. 


 Writes with flair and 
accuracy. 


 
9-10 marks 


AO2 
Demonstrate detailed 
critical understanding in 
analysing the ways 
structure, form and 
language shape meanings 
in literary texts. 
 
 
 


10 marks 


 May identify a few basic 
stylistic features. 


 May offer 
narrative/descriptive 
comment on plays. 


 Occasional textual support.  
 
 
 
 


0-2 marks 


 Can make some points 
about use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/ structure to 
create meaning.  


 Can support some points 
by reference to plays. 


 Can show some grasp of 
implicit meaning. 


  
3-4 marks 


 Purposeful, detailed 
discussion of use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/structure to 
create meaning.  


 Generally clear and 
appropriate textual 
support.  


 Grasps implicit meanings. 


  
5-6 marks 


 Sound analysis and 
evaluation of use of 
language/dramatic 
techniques/structure to 
create meaning. 


 Neat and secure textual 
support. 


 Sound grasp of implicit 
meaning. 


  
7-8 marks 


 Perceptive critical 
analysis and evaluation 
of playwrights’ 
techniques. 


 Confident and apt textual 
support. 


 Confident discussion of 
implicit meaning.  


 
 


9-10 marks 


AO3 
Explore connections and 
comparisons between 
different literary texts 
 


5 marks  


May identify superficial 
connections/comparisons 
between core and partner plays. 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can make some superficial, 
usually valid 
comparisons/connections 
between core and partner 
plays. 


2 marks 


Makes generally clear and 
appropriate 
comparisons/connections 
between core and partner 
plays. 


3 marks 


Makes purposeful and sound 
use of specific connections 
and comparisons between 
core and partner plays.  
 


4 marks 


Productive and illuminating 
comparisons/ connections  
between core and partner 
plays.  
 


5 marks 


informed by interpretations 
of other readers. 
 
 
 


5 marks 


Can describe other views with 
partial understanding. 
 
 
 


0-1 mark 


Can acknowledge that plays 
may be interpreted in more 
than one way.  
 
 


2 marks 


Makes use of other relevant 
interpretations. 
 
 
 


3 marks 


Makes clear and purposeful 
use of other relevant 
interpretations. 
 
 


4 marks 


Mature and confident 
discussion of other relevant 
interpretations. Autonomous, 
independent reader. 
 


5 marks 


AO4 
Demonstrate understanding 
of the significance and 
influence of the contexts in 
which literary texts are 
written and received. 
 


10 marks 


 May describe wider 
contexts in which plays are 
written and received. 


 Attempts to make 
superficial connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


0-2 marks 


 Can acknowledge the 
importance of contexts. 


 Makes some connections 
between texts and 
contexts. 


 
 


3-4 marks 


 Clear grasp of the 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Clear understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
5-6 marks 


 Sound appreciation of 
significance and influence 
of contexts. 


 Sound understanding of 
connections between 
texts and contexts. 


 
7-8 marks 


 Perceptive discussion of 
significance and 
influence of contexts.  


 Confident analysis of 
connections between 
texts and contexts.  


 
9-10 marks 
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Section A


Critical Reading of Poetry


Answer one question from this section.


Your response must include:


• detailed analysis of your poetry set text, including a consideration of relevant contexts and critical
readings;


• close reference to any one of the unseen extracts of poetry which appear on the following pages.


4. Discuss some of the ways in which good and/or evil have been presented in poetry.
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4. In this late-nineteenth century poem, Alice Meynell reflects upon loss.


Parted


Farewell to one now silenced quite,
Sent out of hearing, out of sight, –
 My friend of friends who I shall miss.
 He is not banished, though, for this, –
Nor he, nor sadness, nor delight.


Though I shall walk with him no more,
A low voice sounds upon the shore.
 He must not watch my resting place
 But who shall drive a mournful face
From the sad winds about my door?


I shall not hear his voice complain
But who shall stop the patient rain?
 His tears must not disturb my heart,
 But who shall change the years, and part
The world from every thought of pain?


Although my life is left so dim,
The morning crowns the mountain-rim;
 Joy is not gone from summer skies,
 Nor innocence from children’s eyes,
And all these things are part of him.


He is not banished, for the showers
Yet wake this green warm earth of ours.
 How can the summer but be sweet?
 I shall not have him at my feet,
And yet my feet are on the flowers.


 Alice Meynell











